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Summary 

The use of the term risk has increased during the latest decades, not least in the medias, and so 

has the interest for risk as a topic of research. It seems as if the nature and social perception of 

risk has gone through important changes during the last centuries. The purpose of this study 

has been to investigate how and why the risk concept has changed over time. Starting from 

the influential writings of Ulrich Beck and Anthony Giddens, the ambition has been make a 

clear and critical survey of the subject. To Beck and Giddens risk is a modern concept. While 

in traditional societies threats were experienced as uncontrollable divine strokes of fate, as 

dangers, in modernity many threats begin to be conceived as controllable, as risks. This is a 

development closely linked to the expansion of insurance systems (i.e. the welfare-state), 

which through predictions based on probability calculations and the promise of retrospective 

monetary compensation for damage make the future seem controllable. During this first stage 

of risk the “perfect control society” seems attainable. But as rational knowledge continues to 

expand and humans intrude further into their environment, we realize that many risks believed 

to originate in nature or in circumstances fixed by tradition are the result of human decisions. 

Moreover, the inherently changeable character of (expert) knowledge is revealed. In a world 

where individuals are forced to take responsibility for their decisions, risk moves into their 

everyday lives. The social origin and sometimes catastrophic potential and indefinable 

character of these so called “manufactured risks”, and an experienced increased openness and 

complexity of the world, create problems for the individual as well as for the insurance 

system. In this so called “risk society”, our sense of control staggers. Beck‟s and Giddens‟ 

accounts of this development are very similar. Yet Beck is somewhat more pessimistic about 

our present state of control. This is also a main criticism towards his risk society thesis. 

Moreover, Beck‟s lack of consistency and clarity and his alleged over-generalizing and 

insufficient empirical backing are discussed. Further research of a more empirical kind is 

suggested in order to test the merits of Beck‟s and Giddens‟ theories.  
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1. Introduction and purpose…….…. 

As humans we know that one day Death will knock on our door. We have some conception of 

our vulnerability, of the pain that falling from a motorcycle or being left by a loved one would 

imply. In order to understand the present we analyze past events and impressions and use 

them as a frame of reference. And with our ability to “rationally” process and make 

conclusions based on these past experiences, we have the means to choose courses of action 

we believe will be to our advantage. This self-awareness and analyzing and calculating 

capacity that we humans possess, can in other words mentally take us into the future and what 

it might bring. And when we think it is possible, we try to avoid what we see as potential 

threats to our physical and mental well-being. Yet as humans we are also observing beings 

which are influenced by the acts and thoughts of others and adapt to external circumstances. 

This implies that how we see the world and behave is greatly influenced by our environment. 

How we regard the possibility of influencing the future is thus dependent on the way society 

and nature are organized, or how we believe they are organized. Most likely, the sons of a 

medieval and a contemporary farmer will not have the same attitude towards the future. 

Turner (2006: 524) claims that one can see significant changes in the nature and social 

perception of risk during the last three centuries. In this essay I aim to show how changing 

historical contexts with accompanying changes in how we perceive and approach our 

environment, have led to the genesis and development of the risk concept – a concept which is 

intimately connected to how humans make use of their capacity to “invade“ the future. The 

purpose of this study is thus to examine how risk concept originated and then has changed 

under the course of modern civilization, and how this development has come about.  

So why this particular choice of topic? In accordance with Mythen and Walklate (2006:1-2) I 

have the impression that we live in a society where risk has become something central to our 

everyday discourse. Despite the high level of security prevailing in contemporary Western 

societies, risk seems to proliferate everywhere. Not least within the medias there seems to be 

an obsession with risk – a concept which is applied in a rather vague and general sense to 

everything from bad weather to nuclear war. Mythen and Walklate (2006:1) write that “while 

the language of risk has become prolific, its material consequences remain uncertain and 

contestable”, circumstances which they claim has made risk a central field of research within 

the social sciences during the latest decades.  
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When it comes to the study of risk, Ulrich Beck and Anthony Giddens are often mentioned as 

key figures (Caplan 2000; Franklin 2006:150; Lupton 1999). Being “the two most widely 

quoted social theorists on risk” according to Caplan (2000:2) and “the two major exponents of 

the risk society” according to Lupton (1999:82), Beck and Giddens seem to be among the 

most important writers on the topic. My choice of using the theories of Beck and Giddens as a 

basis when analyzing the risk concept is thus motivated by their extensive work and 

influential theorizing on the topic. Furthermore, Beck and Giddens have produced very 

similar analyses which at least in the beginning were developed without much mutual 

influence (Lupton 1999:58). In my view this might imply a more solid ground for their 

theories in the cases of overlapping, and where their views diverge might point at certain 

lacks or obscurities – or contribute to a somewhat richer picture of the topic. 

My account of these theories is based on a broad selection out of the vast amount of literature 

that Giddens and Beck have written on risk and modernity. Some choices were self-evident as 

they clearly dealt with the subject in question – like The risk society (Beck 1992a) and 

Runaway world (Giddens 2003). Others, like Conversations with Anthony Giddens (Giddens 

& Pierson 1998a) and Conversations with Ulrich Beck (Beck & Willms 2004) were picked 

out in order to contribute in more detail to certain concepts.  

My presentation of the theories of Beck and Giddens is divided into two main headlines. The 

first treats what Beck and Giddens define as the first phase of modernity and risk. When 

referring to this phase, Beck (2008:5) and Giddens (1990; 1999:6) speak about either (early) 

industrial society, first modernity, simple modernity or just modernity. I have named the 

headline “Risk in simple modernity”, as I think it is the term that characterizes this period 

best. The third main headline treats the second phase of risk which occurs under what Beck 

(1992a; 1999:1) and Giddens (1991:29; 1999:3) either call second modernity, late modernity, 

high modernity or risk society. I have named it “Risk society”, as this term directly connects to 

my topic. The final section contains an interpretation and critical evaluation of the major 

findings, and suggestions of further research. 

My ambition has been to summarize and clarify the most important points about risk and its 

development that Beck and Giddens have made in order to give the reader a comprehensive 

theoretical survey of the subject. Another ambition has been to identify lacks, ambiguities in 

and differences between the accounts of Beck and Giddens and bring them up for discussion. 

This knowledge could serve as a basis for future related research of a more empirical kind.  
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2. Risk in simple modernity…………. 

2.1 The origin of risk………………..……………………… 

Both Beck and Giddens make a crucial distinction between danger (or hazard) and risk. 

Giddens (1999:3; 2003:22-3) describes danger as something perceived as given, as a 

threatening future over which humans are not believed to have direct influence. Threats in 

pre-modern times – like natural catastrophes, plagues and famines – were believed to 

originate in nature or to be caused by God(s) or demons. Such threats were lived as 

uncontrollable destiny and should therefore be defined as dangers (Beck 1992b:98; Beck & 

Willms 2004:110). Risks, on the other hand, are “dangers we seek actively to confront and 

assess” (Giddens 1998b:64). Beck and Giddens claim that risk is a concept of our modern 

epoch, that there was principally no notion of risk in pre-modern times (Beck 2009b:293; 

Beck & Willms 2004:109-111; Giddens 1999:3; 2003:22). The reason for this is that thinking 

in terms of risk requires a belief that the future can be influenced by our decisions – that 

unwanted outcomes can be avoided. And as in pre-modern society life was seen as the 

product of fate, luck or the will of gods and threats were perceived as being outside human 

control, it is first with the entrance into modernity, and the liberation from the shackles of the 

past that this transition initiates, that the risk concept appears. “As human action passes from 

being under the sway of nature and tradition to being under the sway of its own decisions, 

alternative courses begin to be conceived in terms of risks” (Beck & Willms 2004:109).  

Beck and Giddens write that the risk concept, which appears to have its roots in Spanish and 

Portuguese from where it was transferred into English, took hold in the 16
th

 and 17
th

 century 

and was coined by Western explorers (Beck 2003:101; Beck & Willms 2004:110; Giddens 

2003:22). These explorers used the word to denote the predicted dangers faced when 

venturing across the unexplored oceans between Europe and other continents; to take a risk 

was to set out on a dangerous voyage that could result in shipwrecking and death. The reason 

for why we here speak of risk and not of danger is that humans in this context had found a 

way to submit the future to human interference (Beck & Willms 2004:110). Through 

probability calculations based on statistics the always impending danger of shipwrecking had 

been turned from an individual unpredictable destiny into a generally recurring calculable 

event spread across a number of intercontinental trading companies. And through a common 

fund from which compensation went out when a ship was lost, a solution had been found to a 
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problem posing a devastating threat to any single company but which handled collectively 

was turned into a manageable risk. In this way loss had become the downside of opportunity 

and the first insurance had seen the light of day (ibid).  

2.2 Institutional solutions…………………………………  

So with the entrance into modern society, into a world of Enlightenment thought where 

rational knowledge about ourselves, history and nature proliferates, there was a growing 

conviction that our environment can be subjected to our will (Giddens 1994b:151; 1995:1). 

Subjecting the future to our will here implies subjecting threats to the logic of the developing 

insurance system. The origin and spread of the risk concept is in fact intimately connected to 

the rise and expansion of this insurance logic which implies turning arbitrary unpredictable 

events striking individuals into collective predictable misfortunes statistically recurring on a 

regular basis over a population (Beck and Willms 2004:110-2). Turned into societal laws 

similar to those in nature, isolated events in this way were seen as subjected to the probability 

calculus and therefore as predictable and possible to insure against.   

Beck (2009b:296) writes that what began as a slim insurance sector with marine insurances 

against shipwrecking, soon expanded to comprise other dangers – like fire and floods. 

Giddens (2003:22, 25), in turn, writes that after being concerned with the unknown space of 

the oceans, the risk concept was extended to unknown time when incorporated in the 

developing banking and investment sector in the form of predictions about the effects of 

certain patterns of lending and borrowing. Risk was in other words gradually incorporated in a 

wide range of areas where uncertainty was trying to be assessed.  

In the nineteenth century a more comprehensive legal and political system based on the view 

of collective responsibility for protecting individuals against danger began to take shape 

(Beck and Willms 2004:110-2). For example the responsibility of a work-related injury was 

thus moved from the factory worker to the factory‟s insurance or the welfare state as the event 

was blamed on faulty security measures taken by the firm or just considered as collective risk, 

as something the individual should not take responsibility for (Beck 2009a:26). In this way 

much of what previously had been seen as incalculable hazards and uncertainties was 

gradually turned into calculable risks: for example illness, natural catastrophes, plagues, 

accidents, the consequences of war, famines and poverty (Beck 1999:75). Giddens 

(1994b:151) argues that there is a close relationship between the ideas of “accident” and 
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“risk”, and that the notion of accident appeared first when what was previously seen as 

misfortunes hitting individuals from “outside” started to be considered as regularly occurring 

events in a larger population. Like Beck, Giddens sees this development in the light of the 

evolving welfare system which is backed up by the ethical standpoint that we can and should 

attend to dangers in the form of accidents (risks) on a societal level.  

2.3 Risk and capitalism……………………………………. 

Entering modernity means entering the economic order of capitalism (Giddens 1990:59). And 

according to Giddens the spread of capitalism and the expansion of the risk concept were 

mutually enforcing (Giddens 2003:23-5; Giddens & Pierson 1998a:101-2). The functioning of 

capitalism depends on people‟s desire to take risk and as the insurance sector could provide 

the sense of security that risk-taking requires it became essential. Even though insurance is 

only a way of redistributing and spreading damage, of trading risk for money, it came to be 

the security which made people willing to embrace risk as the backside of opportunity. Risk-

taking was thus encouraged by and became the motor of capitalism which, through its 

predictions of profit and loss, attempted to invade the future. Although risk is of course about 

undesirable outcomes, Giddens argues that risk can also be positive and desirable: in the sense 

of a mechanism driving development forward, but also in the sense of the satisfaction we get 

from adventurous risky activities like mountaineering (Giddens & Pierson 1998a:101-2).  

Also Beck points to a sort of symbiosis between risk and capitalism. He stresses that “a 

positive embrace of risk is the very source of the energy that creates freedom and wealth in 

the modern world” (Beck 2003:101). Beck (2009b:296) explains how a system was created 

where the insurer does not take economic risks in the long run and where the insured can rely 

on monetary compensation for certain unwanted events. Through this security pact promising 

compensation and spread of costs for industrially produced damages, the inherently uncertain 

industrial world was made to seem predictable and secure, and people‟s trust in progress and 

the corporations which propel the modern capitalist enterprise was sustained – risk became 

the necessary and accepted disadvantage of progress (Beck 1992b:100; 2009a:25-7). 

2.4 The perfect control society…………………………. 

During simple modernity the promise of monetary compensation for damage, ill-health and 

even death, thus becomes an accepted logic and the means to provide security. According to 

Beck (1999:76; 2009a:26-7) the actuarial system, in this way, creates an increasing sense of 
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control over a wide spectrum of threats. This institutionalization of risk-calculation in Europe 

“culminates in the development and organization of the welfare state, which bases its 

legitimacy on its capacity to protect its citizens against dangers of all sorts” (Beck 2002b:41). 

Everything from unemployment and illness to ships sinking and mining accidents is fitted into 

the insurance model and even if there were surely risks that were mistakenly conceived to be 

calculable, this first half of the modern epoch can pretty much be seen as successfully covered 

by the insurance system – as a “perfect control society” (Beck & Willms 2004:114-5, 127).  

2.5 External risks……………………………………………. 

As we have seen dangers are characteristic of traditional societies. But Giddens (1995:2; 

2003:26) argues that also many spheres of life under modernity are dominated by threats seen 

as the result of circumstances outside of our control, emanating from an unmastered nature 

and traditions that seem unalterable. The important difference is that many of these threats, 

although still considered originating outside of human control, under modernity start to be 

seen as insurable. In this way dangers are turned into “external risks”, which Giddens defines 

as the potential of something hitting the individuals from the outside, possibly unexpectedly, 

“but that happens regularly enough and often enough in a whole population of people to be 

broadly predictable, and so insurable” (Giddens 1999:4). As examples he takes bad harvest, 

floods, plagues or famines, but also sickness, disablement and unemployment (Giddens 

1999:4; 2003:26). According to Giddens (1995:5; 1999:4) the welfare state develops as a way 

of providing a population with collective security against future risks experienced as external.  

In a brief passage in World Risk society also Beck (1999:140) maintains that under modernity 

many aspects of our environment and personal lives are still seen as predetermined, as 

decided by external nature and tradition. But Beck nowhere speaks of risks as being 

“external”. Instead Beck (2008:5) argues that while dangers originate in nature, risks are 

actually created by human decisions. Or as he also puts it: “danger is what we face in epochs 

when threats can‟t be interpreted as resulting from human action” (Beck & Willms 2004:110). 

He writes that risks appear in a world where tradition and nature is no longer seen as given, 

where the future is a product of human decision and risks are created by modernization (Beck 

2008:5; 2009a:4; Beck & Willms 2004:109-111). Beck (2006:333) argues that when we 

discover that the origin of risk is social, its causes cannot be externalized – external forces can 

no longer be blamed for hazards that hit us and we have to find explanations rooted in society. 

I will get back to how Beck and Giddens definitions of risk differ later.  
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2.6 Towards a risk society………………………………… 

As the forces that turned agricultural society into modernity gradually radicalize, society 

continues to transform and ends up entering a new phase (Beck 1994:2-3). Beck (1997:18-9; 

1998:10) and Giddens (1995:3; 1999:3; 2003:43) argue that it is the interacting processes 

behind the “the end of nature” and “the end of tradition”, together with transformations 

concerning science and technology, that propel society towards what they call “risk society”.  

2.6.1 The end of nature…………………………………………………………………….. 

As we have seen, in simple modernity nature was considered as unmastered, as external. But 

when speaking about the end of nature, Beck (1998:10) and Giddens (1999:3; 2003:27) refer 

to a point in history, about five or six decennia ago, when our efforts of mastery has led to 

such an extensive intrusion into nature that not much is left untouched. This gradual intrusion 

implies that nature becomes less and less natural and that our previous worries about what 

damage nature can cause us are surpassed by worries about what damage we have inflicted 

upon nature. As Beck (1998:11) puts it, there is a rising difficulty of distinguishing between 

nature and culture; threats which once were considered to have external natural causes are 

suddenly suspected to be the result of human intervention into nature. For example floods in 

China are no longer plainly regarded as natural phenomena (Giddens 2003:27). Global 

warming and the hole in the ozone layer are other examples of this kind of ambiguous threats 

(Beck 1998:11). And as we start deciding the sex of our babies, can set children to the world 

without having sexual intercourse and thanks to contraception are able to decide when to have 

children, even our body, something previously seen as natural and external to our decisions, 

becomes invaded (Giddens 1994a:79; 1995:3). And when nature ends, risk society enters the 

stage (Beck 1998:10; Giddens 1999:3)  

One way of understanding this socialization of nature is through the propagating of “the logic 

of wealth production” in simple modernity, which result in a transition to “the logic of risk 

production” (Beck 1992:12-3, 19-20, 45-6, 52; 1999:72-3). To Beck, wealth production is the 

main driving force where poverty, famine and limited freedom prevail. Here modernization, 

with its technical and scientific advancements increasing productivity, lays claim to being the 

key to prosperous society – material wealth being the overriding criterion for prosperity. In 

such a society our intrusion into nature proceeds under cover of a simplistic view of progress, 

and ecological consequences are ignored or played down in fear of economic setbacks. But 

following from this nonchalant attitude the amount of potential and actual threats we create 
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increases. And when society reaches a point where prosperity is so high that individuals no 

longer struggle for their bread and butter, attention is directed towards these side-effects of 

modernization, which for the protagonists of modernization now become harder to legitimize, 

cover up and minimize. Beck (1999:73, 80-1) terms this transition “reflexive modernization”, 

which he maintains should be distinguished from the increased reflection characterizing risk 

society. To him reflexive modernization implies the confrontation of industrial society with 

itself, with its own side-effects produced by an intensified modernization. It‟s a reflex-like 

transition which happens unintentionally and which produces new threats. This in turn leads 

to an increased awareness of and reflection on modernization and its causes among people.   

2.6.2 The end of tradition…………………………………………………………………. 

It might seem as if modernity since the beginning has been post-traditional. Both Beck and 

Giddens claim this is not the case. Even if the forces of modernization started to dissolve 

tradition when agricultural society moved into industrial society, this first wave of 

detraditionalization did not reach all the way; feudal forms of life like family, sexuality, class 

and gender were reinvented or more or less kept intact (Beck 1992a:104-7; 1994:2; Giddens 

1994a:56; 1994b:5; 2003:42). So risk in first modernity exists “in a world where much 

remains as „given‟, as fate, including external nature and those forms of life coordinated by 

tradition” (Beck 1998:12). But throughout modernity tradition continues to be dissolved by 

the intensifying forces of modernization, which culminates in “the end of tradition”, marking 

the entrance into risk society (Beck 1992a:14-5; 1997:19; Giddens 1994a:91, 96; 1999:3). 

This transition from industrial to risk society according to Beck (2008:5) starts during the 

later part of the 1960s. For example work and family, two principal sources of security and 

more or less what life revolved around during industrial society, start to change and many of 

their protective functions disappear (Beck 1992a:139-140). The former life-long full-time 

employment evolves into a market dominated by spatially flexible part-time work 

opportunities, and greater under- and unemployment (ibid:142-4). And the nuclear family 

dissolves and loses its “naturally” given rules and models (Beck & Gernsheim 2002a: 90-1).  

The consequences of this release from the structuring forms of tradition is that life 

increasingly become a “reflexively organized project” (Giddens 1991:5, 14; 2000:85-6, 89). 

This implies that instead of just accepting a handed-down identity and biographical destiny, 

individuals are to create their unique biographical narratives through constant revision in a 

context of many possibilities. We constantly ask ourselves how to live our lives, and amongst 
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a stream of information we take daily decisions about our actions, manners and what to eat 

and wear in order to create and sustain an identity. Many aspects of life that had been seen as 

natural – like “choice of profession, mobility, relations between the sexes” (Beck 1999:75) –

become dependent on decisions. Giddens (1999:3) concludes that “we no longer live our lives 

as fate, in a process which Ulrich Beck calls individualization”. While individualization may 

seem to mean liberation from traditional restraints, it actually also implies a new dependency 

on the labor market and the welfare state with the constraints they place on the individual 

(Beck 1994:13-4; Beck & Gernsheim 2002a:2-3). To benefit from the advantages of modern 

society, individuals are virtually forced to shape their own biographies. To succeed in the 

labor market they have to make interesting “products” out of themselves, and to receive 

welfare-state benefits other demands on active efforts are place on the individual. So modern 

conditions do not mean freedom to create a unique life but actually the necessity of doing this. 

Instead of relying on traditional certainties people are now forced to find their own certainties.   

Beck writes that “this compulsion to self-realization, this departure for the foreign continent 

of the life of one‟s own, goes hand in hand with integration into worldwide contexts” (Beck & 

Gernsheim 2002a:26). More concretely he explains individualization by a higher 

differentiation where individuals are given many different partial identities (mother, careerist, 

feminist, etc), the welfare state with its equalization of opportunity, urbanization and its 

breaking up of local communities and mixing of people, an increased standard of living, more 

universally accessible education and increased mobility and competition on the labor market 

(Beck & Gernsheim 2002a: 23, 30-5). Giddens speaks about globalization and “reflexivity” as 

central forces behind detraditionalization (Giddens & Pierson 1998a:102, 129). Globalization 

should here be understood as a mechanism of “disembedding” which puts strains on 

previously isolated local activities and relations by making them interact over wide distances 

in time and space (Giddens 1990:21; 2000:85-7). Instantaneous global communication plays a 

crucial role in this (Giddens 2000:84-5). In interaction with an intensifying reflexivity, which 

Giddens (1990: 38-9, 53) explains as the expanding general attitude of continuously 

questioning and reshaping the world around us while considering an endless stream of new 

information, globalization liberates life from the constraints of tradition. To Giddens (1994b: 

83) “we are the first generation to live in a thoroughly post-traditional society”. This does not 

imply a life without traditions. It means that tradition can no longer be defended 

“traditionally”, as something valuable merely because of its traditional status, but must be 

defended rationally as one among several choices (Giddens 2003:43).  
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2.6.3 The expansion and demystification of science…………………………… 

Beck (1992a:14,155-6; 2009a:6) and Giddens (1999:1; 2003:1-3, 31) depict the same scenario 

when it comes to science in simple modernity. The experts of science and technology were 

here seen by lay people as preachers of truth, possessing the keys to uncover the objective 

laws of a given world. Science was supposed to substitute religion and other traditional truths 

with rational knowledge and experts, somewhat paradoxically, enjoyed a status similar to that 

of traditional authorities. Thanks to the positive development that science was believed to 

propel in society, its work was respected and normally not questioned. In this advantageous 

climate science gradually expands and comes to influence more and more aspects of our lives.  

This expansion leads to an increasingly differentiated and complex scientific field of often 

incompatible findings and opinions and to rendering the communication and coordination 

between scientists and fields of research more complicated (Beck 1992a:156-7, 167). And 

when hazards produced by techno-scientific innovation start to be observed, this “stirs up the 

hornets‟ nest of competitive relations between the scientific professions” (ibid:160). To retain 

or gain influence and get access to funding scientists start to compete by protecting and 

defending their areas of research, which sets in motion counter-science movements trying 

expose the flaws and errors of other scientists – and in this way the differentiation and 

expansion of science continues further (ibid:161). Critique against science has always existed, 

but now it expands and takes the shape of a more public oriented “science-critical science”, 

turning the ”weapons” of science – scientific methods, procedures and experimentally 

founded truths – against science itself (ibid).  

In this way lay people begin to come in closer contact with science and with what Beck 

(1992a:59) calls “a broad trail of scientific mistakes, misjudgments and minimizations”. 

People now start to realize that the ones claiming to have the solutions to problems actually 

contribute to their creation, and it becomes harder to preserve the image of science as an 

unquestionable authority – to keep the intrinsically fallible nature of science an internal affair 

handled exclusively through discussions between experts (ibid:156, 159-160). Thus it is 

through the expansion and in certain senses success of science that its mistakes and inherent 

lacks are revealed and the undermining of scientific rationality is initiated (ibid:155-6). While 

in simple modernity, under what Beck calls “primary scientization”, science made the world 

of nature, people and society the objects of its critical examination, in “reflexive 

scientization” science itself and its methods is included in this critical examination (ibid). Its 
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methodical skepticism is extended to its own foundations, its inherent fallibility becomes a 

topic in public debate and the simplistic positive image of scientific and technological 

progress is called into question. What Beck (1992a:155-6; 1998:13) calls the 

“demystification” or “demonopolization” of science is set into motion. Beck (1992a:167) 

writes that science “becomes more and more necessary” in all spheres of life but also “less 

and less sufficient”, in the sense of living up to its traditional claim to objective truth. 

Giddens (2003:3) claims “there are more scientists working in the world today than have been 

involved in the whole history of science previously”. And the functioning of our environment 

depends on these omnipresent global expert systems. Information about the most local and 

intimate things, like how the stairs in our house are constructed and what medicine our doctor 

prescribes to us, are often generated by experts on the other side of the globe (Giddens 

1990:27-8; 1994a:84-5). To live in a reflexive society where traditional guidance is replaced 

by expertise, in other words, means to depend on and trust absent unknown individuals. But 

who to trust in an environment full of choices backed up by diverging mutable theories? 

Giddens illustrates this dilemma with the changing findings about the effects of red wine: first 

it was considered harmful, then reasonable amounts were said to be beneficial for the heart 

and next scientists maintained that alcohol in general had beneficial effects but only after the 

age of 40. What will they say tomorrow? (Giddens 2003:31-2; Giddens & Pierson 1998a:112) 

Throughout modernity the rapidly expanding and developing techno-scientific field turns into 

a hardly controllable enterprise which both in its practice and consequences spans the globe 

(Giddens 1999:2-3; Giddens & Pierson 1998a:113). It becomes hard to foresee the effects of 

scientific innovations and experiments. Beck (1995:123; 1998:14) argues that society is 

turned into a laboratory where large-scale experiments are conducted without anybody really 

in charge willing to take responsibility for the outcomes. To study their consequences nuclear 

power plants and test-tube babies have to be built or born, and thus the established norm of 

conducting experiments in a secure environment, where initial miscalculation and mistakes 

are corrected before putting new technologies and products into use, is being disregarded. 

Giddens concludes that we “live at the barbaric outer edge of modern technology” (Giddens 

1999:2), what he takes to be the “defining characteristic of what Ulrich Beck calls risk 

society” (ibid:3).  
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3. RISK SOCIETY…….…………………… 

As a consequence of the above mentioned changes concerning tradition, nature and science 

we move into risk society, or, as Giddens tends to put it, into a risk culture, into a world where 

risk becomes something central in our lives (Beck 1998:10-2; Giddens 1991:3-4; Giddens & 

Pierson 1998a:102-3). Beck (2003:96) characterized risk society as a “world out of 

control…where there is nothing certain but uncertainty”, while Giddens (1995:1) speaks 

about a “runaway world” which appears increasingly open and changeable. What they both 

refer to is a reality where we despite increasing knowledge about our social and natural world 

have not reached the sense of control that the Enlightenment philosophers predicted. Beck 

(1998:11-2) maintains that our extended attempts to colonize the future, actually leads to the 

future playing us more tricks than before. Giddens (1990:139) compares our world to a 

rushing juggernaut which at times lets itself be steered fairly well by our collective efforts and 

then might bring anticipation and good things with it, but which at other times unexpectedly 

gets out of hand and threatens to crush the ones standing in its way, even all of humanity.  

So in what way has knowledge contributed to (a sense of) uncertainty and lack of control in 

risk society, and how does this connect to the increased centrality of risk in our lives? This 

question will be considered as the essay progresses, but let us begin to answer it here. Firstly, 

as we have seen, Giddens and Beck claim that the expansion of knowledge contributes to the 

liberation from a reality decided by tradition, nature and unquestionable expert knowledge. As 

a consequence individuals have to live in a reflexive reality where they constantly create and 

revise their own certainties (Giddens 1990: 38-9). This more active engagement with the 

future in turn means that thinking in terms of risk becomes increasingly central in the 

everyday life of individuals, at the expense of a more fateful outlook on life (Beck 1998:10; 

Giddens & Pierson 1998a:102-3).  

Besides that more knowledge entails a confrontation with the possibilities and risks of risk 

society, it also brings more complexity to the world which both for individuals and experts 

becomes difficult to master – both when it comes to knowing the consequences of everyday 

life-decisions and to understand and control the consequences of scientific and technological 

advances (Beck 1998:13; 1999:75). Beck (1999:140-1) argues that much of what we see as 

risk today is actually the result of the insight that there is a lot we do not know. Giddens 

(1990:39) adds that after having put our faith in the certitude of knowledge, only now, in the 
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end of the twentieth century, do we realize that a world permeated by reflexivity is one where 

knowledge is always open to revision. Another problem is that by gathering more knowledge 

we also “create” new risks in the sense that we discover them. As a result of better methods 

for examining people and our increased knowledge about the human body, today we for 

example diagnose patients with previously unknown diseases (Beck 1999:140). But also, 

through developments in fields like nanotechnology, atomic energy and genetic technology, 

completely new and unpredicted effects might be created which in the worst case turn out to 

be global, hardly manageable threats endangering life on our planet (Beck 2003:97). 

3.1 Indefinable and imperceptible risks…………… 

A first important distinction that Beck (2009b:294) and Giddens (1999:4) make between risk 

in simple modernity and risk in risk society is the difficulty to accurately define many of the 

latter. Beck (2003:96-7) writes that these “risks that cannot be known” are characteristic of 

our contemporary society. In simple modernity risk were considered as spatially, temporally 

and socially defined accidents that “happen to a defined group of people in a defined area 

during a stipulated time period” (Beck & Willms 2004:115). The risks we have to face today, 

on the other hand, “cannot be delimited spatially, temporarily, or socially” (Beck 2003:99). 

Many risks of today take the shape of global threats without geographical or demographical 

limits. While in the past people got sick because of local contamination, today risks are not 

limited to the places where they originate but jeopardize life all over the planet; also the 

woods in Scandinavia are dying, despite that the discharges of harmful substances are not 

made in the proximity (Beck 1992a:13, 22, 36; 2009a:52). And as the rich and well educated 

need to breathe and drink the same air and water as everyone else, people‟s circumstances and 

possibilities linked with risks become somewhat equalized. In Beck‟s (1992a:36) words 

“poverty is hierarchic, smog is democratic”. The same is true between nations. Rich countries 

that by moving out hazardous industries to the Third World hope to escape their negative 

effects, get them back through the air, water or through imported foodstuffs; the world 

becomes a sort of “community of danger” (ibid:44). What Beck (ibid:37-8) calls “the 

boomerang effect” illustrates that in the end even the ones profiting from risk production have 

to face the injurious side-effects. However, Beck (1992a:35; 1999:5) writes that risk is still in 

many ways a class problem. A lack of resources and education still often implies increased 

exposure to and more limited possibilities to avoid risks. Both Beck (1992a:22) and Giddens 

(1990:133) write about what Giddens calls “high-consequence risks”, risks whose impact 
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might be so extensive and powerful that they threaten if not the whole human race then at 

least large numbers of people. Global warming, large-scale (nuclear) war, global economic 

crisis and epidemics are all examples of high-consequence risks (Giddens 2000:83).  

The second important characteristic of these “new” risks is the difficulty of measuring how 

long their effects will prevail. We cannot know for example what long-term consequences the 

meltdown in Chernobyl, the storage of spent nuclear fuel or the outbreak of the mad cow 

disease might have, especially not for future generations (Beck 2009a:52; Giddens 2003:29). 

At the same time as we create risks with a long latency period we also colonize further into 

the future than ever before, which further complicates things. Because the further into the 

future we try to see, the more blurred the image gets (Beck 1998:13).  

The third important characteristic is the difficulty to establish cause and effect with any 

accuracy for these new risks as they are “the result of complex processes involving long 

chains of effects” (Beck 2009a:52). Beck (ibid) takes the difficulty of explaining financial 

crisis as an example. These circumstances make it problematic to make anyone responsible 

for the damages and costs that the risks of risk society cause or might cause and organized 

irresponsibility, a term which Giddens (1999:8) has borrowed from Beck, gains a foothold. 

Politicians shun responsibility claiming that they do not control the forces of the market, the 

business world in turn claims that it merely tries to meet the demands that these market-forces 

create and researchers hold that they do nothing but create new possibilities through 

innovation which others then make use of in good or bad ways (Beck 2003:101).  

While risks in simple modernity, like mining accidents or pollutants coming from “puffing 

smokestacks”, were typically visible, another characteristic of the risks in risk society are their 

imperceptibility to the human senses and thus to most lay people (Beck & Willms 2004:117). 

These risks can only be perceived through the “sensory organs of science” – through expert 

proficiency and scientific methods of measuring (Beck 1992a:162). Beck writes that “higher 

technology generates subtler side-effects that more often than not escape the immediate 

perception of those affected” (Beck & Willms 2004:117). Pollutants in water, air and food 

and radioactivity are examples of this (Beck 1992a:22). As a result we depend on experts “to 

get answers to the most everyday questions, like „Can I let my kid play in the sandbox? Can I 

buy mushrooms? Are all the vegetables poison, or just those from specific regions?‟” (Beck & 

Willms 2004:117). 
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3.2 Manufactured uncertainty/risk……………………. 

Something else that is important to understand, something I have already quickly touched on, 

is how the sources of risk (or the perception of its sources) have changed from simply 

modernity to risk society. Beck (1998:12) puts it as we today are living in a “second stage of 

risk” characterized by manufactured uncertainty. With manufactured uncertainty he refers to 

circumstances of uncertainty created by humans through advances in science and technology 

(Beck 2008:5). Besides manufactured uncertainty, Giddens also uses the term manufactured 

risk in an exchangeable way (Giddens 1994b:4; 1999:4; Giddens & Pierson 1998a:104). I will 

return to this difference in terminology later. Giddens describes how the intrusion into our 

world which our expanding knowledge brings about, propels a transition from external to 

manufacture risk, a transition from the view of the sources of uncertainty as external to 

manmade (Giddens 1995:2; Giddens & Pierson 1998a:104;). It is this this social origin that is 

characteristic of manufactured risk.  

As we have seen, risk society begins where nature ends. During this transition we start to 

create new uncertainties or risks through our efforts to master nature. An example is the mad 

cow disease or BSE (Giddens 2003:29). Beck (1998:10-1) writes that during the BSE crisis 

the everyday decision to eat beef becomes a life-endangering one, yet one clouded in 

uncertainty; contaminated beef can kill you, but we do not know which meat is contaminated 

and how much is required to get sick. Although BSE might seem to come from nature, it is 

actually a threat created by human decisions – more precisely the idea to feed cows, which are 

herbivores, with meat and bone meal. Another example of how human decisions are changing 

nature and creating manufactured uncertainty is the possible negative consequences (health 

hazards, super weeds) of genetically modified foods (Giddens 2003: 33). Global warming and 

its consequences, its asserted human causes and all the uncertainty surrounding it, further 

illustrates the idea of manufactured uncertainty (Giddens 2003:20-1, 29).  

As mentioned before, risk society also follows from the end of tradition. Giddens repeatedly 

underlines that manufactured risks result not only from our intrusion into nature and comprise 

the kind of global threats used as examples so far, but also result from the dissolution of 

tradition and can be of a less spectacular kind in the everyday lives of individuals (Giddens 

1994b:152; 1995:2; 2000:83; Giddens & Pierson 1998a:105). Giddens (1999:4; 2000:84; 

2003:27-8) explains that when tradition starts to disappear the lives of individuals become 

more open – and when people try to shape their future they also “manufacture” their own 
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risks. A reflexive society like this can never promise perfect control, our world is too complex 

for that, and thus risks in the shape of unintended side effects of our actions are inevitably 

created (Giddens 1990:153). Even if the potentially devastating effects of high-consequence 

risks might make them seem the biggest source of worry and uncertainty, their remote 

distance from our everyday lives might make an open personal future a more worrisome 

problem for the individual – a more tangible source of manufactured risk (Giddens 1994b:79).  

Giddens takes the changing nature of marriage and relationships as example of new 

manufactured risk situations (Giddens 2003:27-8; Giddens & Pierson 1998a:105). He writes 

that we do not need to go much further back than a generation to confront a society where we 

more or less knew what we got ourselves into when we married. Marriage represented 

something rather evident, close to given by nature and structured by the fix patterns of gender 

and sexuality. Today, however, marriage and relationships have become an open affair which 

has to be constantly negotiated. Traditional guidelines, norms and structures are breaking up. 

This implies new risks created through the many choices we have to make. For example, we 

have never experienced a society where couples break up to the extent that they do today, and 

therefore we cannot know how this might affect the well-being of children and our family 

relations in the long run. Another example of how a more open life creates risks, is the way 

the choices we make concerning food result in diseases like anorexia (Giddens 2003:34). 

When Beck (2009b:293-4) characterizes manufactured uncertainties as having unlimited 

geographical scope, as potentially irreversible and extensively destructive, and when he 

claims that they are “collectively imposed and thus individually unavoidable”, one gets the 

impression that he regards them exclusively as global hazards produced by techno-scientific 

development. Throughout Beck‟s work (i.e. 2003: 2006; 2009b) this impression is frequently 

confirmed by the attention he gives to how industrialization has given rise to new global 

manufactured uncertainties. Beck actually makes almost no explicit connections between the 

end of tradition and manufactured uncertainty and when he does they are mentioned only in 

passing, without further illustrations: “to the extent that nature becomes industrialized and 

tradition becomes optional, new types of uncertainties arise which Anthony Giddens and I call 

„manufactured uncertainties‟” (Beck 1999:140). But even though Beck basically never uses 

the term manufactured uncertainty to talk about the consequences of detraditionalization, he 

occasionally describes scenarios similar to Giddens‟ of how detraditionalization has changed 

the role of risk in our lives. For instance, Beck (1998:10) writes that “risk society begins 
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where tradition ends, when, in all spheres of life, we can no longer take traditional certainties 

for granted. The less we can rely on traditional securities, the more risks we have to 

negotiate”. He writes that when traditional support networks like the family, the village or 

social class are dissolving we are all forced to handle a myriad of both personal and global 

risks, but that as contemporary society is so complex individuals cannot really predict the 

consequences of the decisions they have to make (Beck 1994:8; 1999:75.). Beck and 

Gernsheim (2002a:48-9) make a distinction between risk biographies where the future is felt 

to be controllable, and danger biographies where there is a felt lack of control. They claim 

that today many people experience the latter sense of lost control over aspects of their lives. 

Uncertainty prevails everywhere: “nature, truth, science, technology, morality, love, marriage 

– modern life is turning them all into precarious „freedoms‟” (Beck & Gernsheim 2002a:2). 

3.3 Uncertainty and risk…………………………………… 

As we have seen, Beck and Giddens emphasize the importance of separating risk from 

danger. To explain what manufactured uncertainty is Beck (2009a:16-8) also introduces a 

distinction between risk and uncertainty first advocated by Frank Knight and later by John 

Maynard Keynes. To Knight risk is a form of measurable uncertainty and therefore not really 

an uncertainty, which is defined by its immeasurable quality. Keynes concurs in this 

separation of what can be seen in terms of probability from what we cannot know. Beck 

writes that manufactured uncertainty differs from risk in that it is “incalculable, uncontrollable 

and in the final analysis no longer (privately) insurable” (Beck 2009b:293). Giddens, on the 

other hand, does not make the same clear-cut distinction between calculabe risk and 

uncalculable uncertainty. He states that “there are too many fuzzy areas in the middle. There 

isn‟t a tight distinction between risk and uncertainty. Manufactured risk is risk, but of a new 

type” (Giddens & Pierson 1998a:105). 

3.4 Failure of insurance logic……………………………. 

The expansion of manufactured uncertainty has consequences for the insurance system. Beck 

(2009b:293) describes how the diffusion of manufactured uncertainty renders insufficient 

established insurance systems based on the knowledge of risk and risk management 

accumulated under simple modernity. He claims that it becomes problematic to predict and 

insure against many manufactured uncertainties when we lack knowledge about their causes 

and consequences, how long these consequences might last and because of their potential 

irreversibility and extensive destructiveness (Beck 2003:96-9; 2009a:52; 2009b:293). Often 
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the very existence of what Beck (2009a:52; 2009b:294) calls “hypothetical” or “virtual” risks 

is settled by no more than qualified guesses. Beck (1999:77) speaks about “low probability 

but high consequences risks”, risks unlikely to happen, but with limitless non-compensable 

consequences if they do. No insurance company is for example willing to promise 

compensation for the possible apocalyptic consequences of irrevocable global warming, the 

collapse of world markets and nuclear catastrophes (Beck 1999:4). As a result Beck maintains 

that we live in a society which “balances beyond the insurance limit” (ibid:77). 

Also Giddens (2000:83-4) points to rising problems for the insurance systems. He writes that 

“the thesis that risk assessment itself is inherently risky is nowhere better borne out than in the 

area of high-consequence risks” (Giddens 1991:122). Parallelly to a development allowing 

people to get insured against an increasing number of risks, we today see how the coverage of 

certain risks is drawn back – often for risks once considered “natural” but which now are 

suspected to have social origins (Giddens & Pierson 1998a:105-6). Giddens (1994a:58-9) 

describes two stages of risk. In the first, risk was a part of what people considered the 

successful statistical calculations of insurance companies, but under the second, our intrusion 

into nature and tradition has turned risk calculating into a more complex undertaking.  

These complications can partly be explained by the need for certain stability over time in the 

natural and social environment when making actuarial predictions – in other words exactly 

what is often missing in a highly complex and constantly changing world of historically new 

risks situations (Giddens 1991:32; Giddens & Pierson 1998a:104). And as the effects of these 

new risks might be truly catastrophic and thus must be avoided at all costs, we cannot get the 

experience we lack by studying and learning from their consequences (Giddens 1994b:79). 

Giddens (2003:28) observes that often “we simply don't know what the level of risk is, and in 

many cases we won't know for sure until it is too late”. Take a potentially devastating threat 

wrapped up in uncertainty such as global warming (Giddens 2003:29). We do not and cannot 

know for sure that it is happening. 25 years ago there were scientists supporting a theory of 

ongoing global cooling and even if most scientists today believe that global warming is 

indeed taking place and that it has human origins, we cannot be entirely sure. 

But according to Giddens (1994b:78-9, 152) it is important not only to see the shift from 

external to manufactured risk as one from a world of controllable risks to one of 

overwhelming threats. It is also of importance to consider how the “new” risks of social origin 

pose problems to the actuarial systems. Giddens takes (1995:5-6) the welfare state to illustrate 
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how the insurance logic of simple modernity is facing difficulties because of an increasing 

number of manufactured risks. Created with the aim of protect individuals from external risk, 

the fundamental logic of the welfare state was that events like diseases, divorce, 

unemployment or occupational injuries hit individuals from “outside”. But in risk society the 

view of risk as primarily external becomes hard to sustain. Giddens (1995:6) exemplifies by 

considering the changing nature of divorce. Fifty years ago divorce was very rare and almost 

exclusively carried through by men. It was seen as a “hazard of nature”, as bad luck. But in a 

society where we take a more active responsibility for our lives, where divorce-rates have 

increased considerably and where women break marriages to the same extent as men, it 

becomes unreasonable to see divorce as “befalling” individuals from outside. In the same 

way, illness can no longer be considered just befalling unlucky people or those constrained to 

certain environments (Giddens 1995:6). Instead our health must to some extent be seen a 

result of how and where we choose to live our lives. Gidden (ibid) concludes that the welfare 

system no longer should or can take responsibility for many of the manufactured risk 

previously seen as external. In order to adapt to a new context of manufactured risks and 

economic constraints it must instead “promote responsible decision-making” (ibid). 

3.5 Risk society – a more dangerous world?.......... 

Having read this far, one might get the impression that we live in an era overwhelmed by new 

cataclysmal threats. Yet Beck claims we cannot know if we live in a more dangerous world 

than earlier generations did. In in any case he argues that it is not the amount of danger but the 

impression of living in a world increasingly out of hand full of uncontrollable risks that is 

symptomatic of risk society (Beck 2002b:41; 2003:99). Actually, modern society could 

probably be characterized by a successful control over large parts of the uncertainties 

troubling us in previous times. But to Beck (2009b:292-3; 2009c:24-5) claims like these fail 

to grasp a crucial insight: the importance of separating risk from catastrophe. Risks are merely 

the anticipations of catastrophes and do not necessarily represent real threats. Although there 

is often an objective reality behind risks, their existence and nature can also be influence by a 

situation, culture and society – a subjectivity even more true in the age of manufactured 

uncertainty where different realities often collide and determining the reality of risk has 

become a main preoccupation (Beck 2003:102-3; 2009a:12-3). For example, what some seen 

as risk others consider as incalculable danger (Beck 2009a:140). Beck‟s point is that ”it is 

irrelevant whether we live in a world that is in fact or in some sense „objectively‟ safer than 
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all other worlds” (Beck 2009c:25), because as we predict threats and destruction, even though 

our fears will never materialize, we think and behave as if they were real. 

Giddens (1991:3) agrees in that the novelty is not that we live in a more dangerous world 

today. Actually, he argues, is seems there were more dangers in the beginning than in the end 

of the 19
th

 century (Giddens 1991:116). Neither do we live in a more anxious or uncertain 

world – or at least Giddens (1991:32; 1995:2) concludes that such statements are problematic 

to confirm. Some sources of anxiety we endure today did not exist in the Middle Ages, while 

other previous sources of worry do not exist today. The sources have simply changed without 

necessarily having altered the total amount of anxiety (Giddens & Pierson 1998a:114). 

Giddens instead identifies the important change in that we live in a world where “the balance 

of risks and dangers has shifted … where hazards created by ourselves are as, or more, 

threatening than those that come from the outside” (Giddens 2003:34). The sources of 

uncertainty have simply changed and manufactured risk gradually has gotten the upper hand 

over external risk (Giddens 1995:2; 1999:7).  

4. Results and discussion…….……… 

Table 1: The historical development of risk 

 Pre-modernity Simple modernity Risk society 

Dominating 

type of threat 

 

Dangers/hazards 
 

(External) risks 
 

Manufactured risks/uncertainties 

 

Primary 

source of 

threat 

External = 

God(s), the devil, 

demons, bad and 

good luck 

 

Still often considered 

external, but now in the 

sense of coming from 

unmastered nature or taken 

for granted ways of life  

 

 

Socially created through techno-

scientific decisions or decisions taken by 

individuals in their everyday lives. 

 

Handling 

strategy 

 

Rituals, praying, 

indifference 

 

Certain risks are seen as 

directly avoidable, but many 

are still seen as external to 

human  influence and only 

possible to “control” through 

monetary compensation 

 

 

Growing insight that aftercare is not 

always practicable and sustainable. Still 

the “old” insurance logic prevails and the 

expansion of the insurances system 

continues. Yet, more individual 

responsibility for handling risk. 
 

Sense of 

control 

 

Fatalism 
 

Trust in the insurance 

system and in the possibility 

of humans to “control the 

future”, at least through 

monetary aftercare.  

 

 

Growing insight that the future can never 

be fully controlled, that our created 

systems of mastery are imperfect. Still, 

in certain areas of life the sense of 

control lingers and even grows. 

The table above summarizes how I, starting from Beck and Giddens, understand the historical 

development of and our changing approach towards risk. As I think has appeared rather 

clearly, Beck and Giddens are often in touching agreement about this development. Even their 
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terminology is strikingly similar. There are however certain differences which I will come 

back to further down. The broad outline of their theories is still undisputedly congruent and 

this is the starting-point for the table above and for my interpretation that follows below.  

Risk presupposes a belief in the power to predict and shape the future, in the possibility to 

avoid threats by discriminating between different courses of action – or at least to limit their 

consequences by making pre-emptive choices. Generally speaking there were no such notions 

in a pre-modernity dominated by a fateful outlook on life, and thus there was no concept of 

risk. At best there was a belief that one could indirectly increase the chances of a good life by 

appeasing and pleasing higher powers, but the possibility of changing life more directly were 

considered limited. If someone in your family died from a disease, this would probably be 

blamed on higher powers or bad luck. If you got a better harvest than your neighbor you 

would praise the gods or simply be thankful for such a stroke of luck. 

With the entrance into industrial society and the Enlightenment world of rational knowledge, 

things started to change. Tradition, not least religion, began to weaken. And when life was 

less lived as fate, as guided by a holy hand, new courses of action to discriminate between 

appeared. Risk entered our lives as we realized that making our own choices meant that their 

consequences could not simply be attributed to external causes. Yet many threats were still 

considered external to our direct influence. But through a growing insurance system based on 

statistical methods for calculating probability over a population and monetary after-care, 

humans invented a way of controlling the future to a certain extent, also when the threats 

came from “outside”. The logic that developed was that even if future dangers cannot always 

be prevented, the damage they cause can at least be mitigated by money if seen as a collective 

responsibility of society. In other words, one might not be able to prevent factory workers 

from dying in work-related accidents, but at least their families are promised compensation 

through insurance systems like the welfare state. Many threats were in this way turned into 

calculable and insurable external risks. They were still lived as a sort of fate, but in the sense 

of resulting from unmasterable nature or from traditional ways of life not alterable by the 

individual. Instead of being the punishment of God, getting a certain disease might be blamed 

on the human anatomy or an unchosen and unalterable life-situation (being a factory worker). 

As money for damage became an accepted logic and provided a sense of security, a sort of 

“perfect control society” thus developed where an increasing amount of threats were covered 

by the insurance system.  
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But the Enlightenment logic was bound to turn against itself. Because, contrary to expected, 

the more knowledge we have about our environment and the more we intervene into it, the 

harder it gets to know it in a certain sense. At first we had the impression that our control over 

the world had increased. In certain areas and to a certain point this was true. More knowledge 

for example has produced cures for many diseases. But knowledge has also created a globally 

interconnected world where society and nature is constantly being altered and “developed”, 

making our environment appear and become more complex. As reflexivity enters all spheres 

of life knowledge is constantly revised and new parameters to understand and control are 

frequently created and discovered. For example contradictory and complex findings about the 

human body and connections between its state and the (changing) environment are constantly 

made. Yesterday chips gave you cancer, today only certain brands do and tomorrow we 

should instead worry about soft drinks. This complexity complicates making predictions, in 

all sorts of situations. More things can “go wrong”. Often it is enough that one link in the 

(global) chain of coordination between humans, machines and nature breaks. Sometimes the 

consequences are small; the bus is late because another vehicles engine breaks down due to a 

faulty routine vehicle test resulting in a traffic-jam. At other times they are bigger, like with 

the oil-leakage in the Mexican Golf 2010 caused by faulty security measures and 

incompetence, resulting in huge economic and ecological damages. As knowledge expands, 

our ambitions to conquer further into the future also increase. And the further we look, the 

more assumptions we have to make and the more probable it is that we miss to consider some 

parameters or that other do not turn out as expected. It is easier to predict the climate for the 

upcoming month than for the next ten years to come (global warming).  

However, this proliferation of knowledge, liberating us form tradition and helping us invade 

nature and future, still to some extent makes humans the masters of their lives and 

environment. Parallelly, the insight grows that many dangers can no longer be blamed on 

external forces. Humans become the makers of both their fortune and misfortune and 

manufactured risk enters our lives on a global and more personal level. Completely new 

threats are created. An effective cholesterol-lowering medicine might for example be 

carcinogenic, and our high divorce-rates might create more unhappiness for generations to 

come. In connection comes the realization that the experts we so blindly put our trust in are 

just fallible humans making assumptions and mistakes. This is troubling as suddenly 

individuals no longer have a higher authority to rely on when looking for unambiguous 

guidance in life. The influence of the expert community is also such that it actually 
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contributes to the production of risks, at times even of globally catastrophic magnitude. Thus 

the previously sublime knowledge of experts is demystified and people are forced to take 

greater responsibility for their futures. Our everyday lives become full of decisions to make 

and risks to take in an environment richly permeated by contradictory (expert) knowledge. 

For individuals it becomes complicated to make fully informed choices in such a complex 

world. Which diet is the best one? Also actuarial prediction requires relative stability of 

lifestyles and parameters and time-series of knowledge about previous similar situations to 

make good predictions. How to predict the probability and the effects of global warming 

when we have almost no previous experiences and facts to base our calculations on? But not 

only prediction becomes complicated. With the appearance of high consequence risks and 

because of the changed origin of risk, the logic of the insurance system itself starts to shake. If 

nuclear war breaks out, after-care through economical compensation is not feasible. And why 

should the welfare-state continue taking responsibility for many of the illnesses that strike 

individuals if they are the result of bad life-style choices? Is it even economically sustainable? 

So the future in some ways becomes harder to predict and control because the world becomes 

more complex and “unfamiliar”. But it is also important to consider how the mere realization 

of our power to influence much of what was previously considered constant in our life has 

made the future seem less predictable and controllable. My point is that life in simple 

modernity might have felt more predictable partly because there were aspects in life which we 

did not consider alterable. Even though a life structured by traditional fixities and expert 

authority in reality implies having a limited control, I think the limited amount of choices and 

the more foreseeable future such a life offers can mistakenly be experienced as a sense of 

control. Besides, when much in life was seen as constant, other non-constants were easier to 

predict. Maybe it is also easier to ”know” what one wants if the choices are limited? One‟s 

profession might for example have been easier to know a century ago when social background 

worked as a decisive constraint. Objectively speaking however, individuals today in many 

ways have more control over their lives than a decade ago. They have more possibilities to 

decide what to work with, more influence over their relationships and health, etc. And in 

many ways life is more certain. For example the prospect of living a long life has continued to 

increase in the world (Riley 2001:38). At the same time we have realized that the 

Enlightenment vision of complete mastery of the future was an utopian dream. And when we 

can no longer trust experts to guide us safely through life and when tradition loses its grip, 
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more and more difficult decisions have to be taken by the individual – a situation in which 

some might feel lacking control and overwhelmed by risk. New risks of catastrophic 

magnitude further contribute to the picture of a world out of control by challenging the 

certainties of the insurance system. Yet these new uncertainties are balanced by the 

overcoming of many old threats. Even if rapid development in some ways makes the world 

out of hand, it also creates solutions to previous insecurities and new “tools” of control.  

As you see, it is difficult to decide whether the world is more uncertain and uncontrollable 

than before. In certain senses it might be, in others not. I think it depends a lot on how you 

perceive reality. Some people might feel insecure and threatened by an open risky future and 

possibly cataclysmic threats, others feel they have the possibility to achieve anything in their 

lives and that threats like global warming are exaggerated. So beside that the description “a 

world out of hand” is useful to describe certain aspects of today, it seem as used in a more 

general sense it reflects a subjective sensation rather than an objective reality. This perception 

might partly be explained by a greater ambition of control today compared to before. More 

aspects of our lives are today open to decisions, and moreover we are no longer as prepared to 

accept the logic of monetary aftercare when we know that we can instead avoid danger 

entirely. We want to avoid getting ill, not to get compensation for it. Therefore people might 

experience a greater lack of control today when failing to achieve their far-reaching ambitions 

of control, than in a society where people accept a rather smoothly functioning insurance 

system and its logic. This does not mean that life today is objectively more out of hand.  

But still, does not the increased fear of and amount of risk today imply a more dangerous 

world?! Firstly, risks are not necessarily objectively existing threats. Sometimes, they are 

nothing more than a symptom of the above described increased preoccupation with the future. 

Secondly, much of what we perceive as risk today previously was considered as danger or 

external risk. This does not change the total amount of danger. Indeed new threats have also 

been created. But the fact that we have minimized and even eliminated many previous threats, 

also speaks against a claim that the world has become more dangerous. Probably, for most 

people, it is actually safer. Above all, I think what has happened is that bubble of control 

constructed by the insurance system and the expert society, sustained by a world seen as 

partly externally constrained, has burst. We have realized the power of our decisions, but also 

the insufficiency of our capacity to shape an open complex future according to our exact will. 

Risk calculating no longer is considered the perfect solution it once seemed to be. 
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So even though the amount of risks covered by the insurance system continues to increase, 

there seems to be a growing awareness of the insufficiency of this security pact to provide 

complete security and of the unsustainability in handling certain threats through after-care. 

Still the transition to a more pre-emptive logic is not made over a day. In certain areas such a 

strategy has been implemented rather successfully. People, at least in the West, have become 

more aware of the importance of a wholesome diet and exercising for decreasing the risk of 

getting ill. Yet when it comes to global warming, turning the juggernaut that is our global 

society in a sufficiently ecological direction has proven, to say the least, difficult.  

Risk is no longer only about seizing an opportunity by investing in stocks or spicing up your 

everyday by going parachuting. It is no longer something that mainly experts and actuaries 

deal with. The price to pay for more knowledge has been a risk infused everyday. Some of the 

industrially produced risks could surely be stopped. Still there will always be unpredicted 

side-effects of development. And the risks resulting from decision-making in our everyday 

life will persist as long as the future is considered moldable. It seems we might just have to 

live with the insight that (manufactured) risks are an inescapable part of our everyday lives 

from now on, that risks are inherently uncertain and not always calculable and that full control 

over the future will thus always escape us. But we should also remember that risks can be 

something positive, a driving force behind constructive development.  

4.1 Critical discussion……………………………………… 

Merryn Ekberg presents some criticism against what she calls the risk society thesis in the 

works of Beck and Giddens. To begin with Ekberg (2007:361-2) thinks that risk society 

theorists exaggerate the extent to which humanly created technological risks in risk society 

start to dominate over what she calls “natural risks”. She stresses that as natural risks like 

malaria, earthquakes and cyclones still cause more damage and death than any technological 

risk, their importance should not be reduced. Ekberg acknowledges that the distinction 

between natural and technological risk is becoming increasingly problematic to make, but 

claims that it is still possible and important to make it in order to uphold an appropriate 

emergency planning. According to her, using too large resources on what might be socially 

constructed risks is not advisable when there are “real” risks causing actual deaths.  

Somewhat on the same theme, Irwin (2001:65) writes that Beck often exaggerates and puts 

civilizational threats in the spotlight, describing them as central to our contemporary society, 
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instead of giving less spectacular but more concrete risks (like local pollution) more attention. 

Further, he suggests that Beck, in order to avoid a “possible over-emphasis on the bads of 

modernity” (ibid), should pay more attention to the benefits and possibilities of science and 

technology instead of, in an over-critical way, underline their negative consequences. To 

Ekberg (2007:362), this cultivates a “dystopian pessimism” and “anxiety, fear and resistance”, 

instead of promoting a “vigilant optimism”, and moves focus away from the central goal of 

risk research: finding solutions through which science and technology can help us fight risks 

and create greater security and public confidence. In connection with this Ekberg (ibid) claims 

that Beck is too dramatic and dystopian, painting doomsdays-scenarios and solely putting risk 

on a par with destruction, harm and loss. She emphasizes the positive aspects of risk which to 

her are more pronounced in the works of Giddens.  

I can agree that Beck leaves you with a more pessimistic impression of the world-situation 

than Giddens and that critical accounts tend to benefit from a well-balanced contribution of 

optimism and constructiveness, not least rhetorically. And perhaps in the accounts of Beck the 

possibilities with technology and science and the positive aspects of risk are too seldom 

highlighted, and thus the negative side of the balance becomes somewhat too heavy. At the 

same time I think that Beck has chosen this approach intentionally. When he wrote Risk 

society for example, I believe he wanted to chock people and make them aware of something 

very important that is happening or might happen in the future if we do not change our ways 

of life. Sometimes I think it is necessary to be dramatic and exaggerate in order to awake a 

hardly impressed and indifferent public. When writing that “a positive embrace of risk is the 

very source of the energy that creates freedom and wealth in the modern world”, Beck 

(2003:101) also makes it rather clear that he is not ignorant of the positive side of risk. 

Another criticism expounded by Ekberg (2007:363) concerns what she perceives as an 

inconsistency in the way Beck differentiates between varying sorts of threats. She writes that 

while Beck sometimes presents clear distinctions between the risks of risk society and those 

that predominated in industrial society, other times he employs his own terminology in an 

interchangeable and equivocal way. 

This is also one of my main criticisms. I think that Beck frequently fails to stay true to the 

distinction he often makes between danger, risk and manufactured uncertainty. At times he 

clearly classifies the new threats of risk society as distinct from risk and danger. For example 

he writes that when modifying food genetically “neither the experts nor the layperson, knows 
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what the consequences will be” and that therefore “this is a matter not of risk but of 

uncertainty” (Beck 1999:105). He also writes that we should “distinguish between decision-

dependent risks that can in principle be brought under control and dangers that have escaped 

or neutralized the control requirements of industrial society” (ibid:31). In both cases Beck 

makes it rather clear that risk is not the same as uncertainty, even if I find the use of danger in 

the second sentence inappropriate for referring to threats “that have escaped or neutralized the 

control requirements of industrial society” – something which to me should be termed 

“manufactured uncertainty”. Because as I understand it, most of the time Beck does not see 

danger as the same things as manufactured uncertainty; while dangers originate outside of our 

decisions, manufactured uncertainties are created by them.  

So above we see an ambiguous use of “danger”, but a separation between risk and 

uncertainty, or at least between risk and the uncontrollable dangers of risk society. But at 

times also this distinction seems to evaporate and Beck (2006:333) simply speaks in terms of 

new forms of risk. For example he writes that the greenhouse effect and the dangers 

surrounding genetically modified food “are all illustrations of a qualitatively different kind of 

risk” (Beck & Willms 2004:115). Or he makes a distinction between “two radically different 

meanings” of risk (Beck 2003:96). Another time Beck (2002b:41) writes that the only correct 

way to speak about the manufactured, uncontrollable hazards of risk society is in terms of 

“uncontrollable risks”, even though this implies a contradiction in terms as risk is supposed to 

be controllable. It also happens that Beck (2009b: 293-4, 297) speaks about “manufactured 

uncertainty” and “manufactured risk” in an interchangeable way. Occasionally he also writes 

about manufactured uncertainties and “internal risks and dangers” as if it was the same thing 

(Beck 1999:140). In yet another text, Beck (2008:5) maintains that there has been a historical 

development from danger to risk and then from risk to danger. Danger, Beck here says, comes 

from nature and does not presuppose human decisions while risk does. Yet, he then goes on to 

write that the risks of risk society are “danger as manufactured uncertainty” (ibid).  

So even though Beck in several passages throughout his work make clear distinctions between 

the external uncertain dangers of pre-modernity, the calculable risks of first modernity and 

incalculable man-made uncertainties of risk society, he does not always strictly separate the 

term “risk” from that of “uncertainty”, nor “danger” from “manufactured uncertainty”. This, 

what I would term, carelessness appears now and again throughout his work. 
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A Marxist criticism of Beck presented by Alan Irwin (2001:65) questions the statement that 

risk is “democratic” by claiming that inequality and degree of exposure to risk often still go 

hand in hand. Irwin (ibid) goes on to criticize Beck for his tendency to apply a Western 

perspective or even a German one on the whole world. I guess this critique could be valid also 

for Giddens. However I do not think one should overstate its importance. I am convinced that 

both Beck and Giddens are perfectly aware that they have chosen a somewhat Western-

centered perspective. I believe this to be an intentional choice aimed at highlighting a general 

development which indeed might be propelled forward by forces in the West but which affect 

increasingly larger parts of the rest of the world. As for the first critical point, I do not find it 

very well-founded. Indeed Beck speaks about the “democratization” of risk and of a 

“boomerang effect”. Yet he also emphasizes that risk on many occasions still follows class 

lines. I do not think a globalizing and “democratizing” development contradicts a certain 

lingering inequality in the exposure to certain risks. 

Irwin (2001:65) also levels criticism against Beck for his “tendency to make broad statements 

and to plunder illustrative examples rather than building his case upon more grounded 

empirical observations”. He (ibid:66) writes that Beck rhetorically uses the images that a 

well-known disaster like Chernobyl evokes to serve his purposes and that he employs very 

general concepts like “science” and “modernity” without exploring their complexity very 

closely. Irwin claims that Beck lacks “substantial historical evidence to support” (ibid:67) for 

his sweeping theories and concepts and that he tries to force a “generalized framework” onto a 

reality which is much more complex than this implies. If this criticism is correct, Giddens 

would probably also have to be included in it. It is hard for me to judge whether these 

accusations are well founded or not. What I can say is that even if they were, maybe 

sometimes it is acceptable and even necessary to speak in general terms and to choose a focus 

in order to say anything of importance and to convey an important message.  

Turner (1994:180) expounds another rather serious criticism by questioning whether Beck is 

really correct to characterize the threats in risk society as being historically unprecedented. 

Also earlier ravaging epidemics of syphilis and bubonic plague where unobservable by the 

human eye and stroke on a global scale without sparing certain groups in society. And could 

not the “environmental, medical and political catastrophes” (ibid) that during colonial times 

annihilated whole populations in North America be compared to Beck‟s extensive risks? 

Jarvis (2007:43-4) takes this critique further and attacks Beck‟s assumption that society‟s 
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control institutions and the logic they are based on have started to break down in the face of 

the devastating threats that society, according to Beck, today stands before. Jarvis maintains 

first of all that so far the security institutions have remained intact. He even claims that 

“current crisis and emergency response systems represent an historical highpoint” (ibid:43), 

taking global society‟s well-coordinated and efficient reaction to the highly devastating 

tsunami in the Indian Ocean 2004, or the successful globally coordinated emergency 

management of AIDS and SARS, as examples (ibid:43-4).  

Beck might claim that this is of little importance if for example nuclear war would occur. But 

also the validity of this argument is questioned by Jarvis (2007:43-4). On the one hand he 

writes that some of the risks Beck scares us with are most probably exaggerated. For example 

the risk of nuclear war or accidents has decreased with the end of the cold war and technical 

advancements. On the other hand, he wonders how Beck can be so sure that the control 

system of industrial society could not handle the potential catastrophes of tomorrow in the 

same way as they did with previous ones (like the Second World War). Jarvis (ibid:43-5) 

maintains that even though these systems have always had their imperfections, something else 

which he thinks Beck fails to acknowledge, and have often been strained, they have always 

managed to adapt and evolve in the face of new challenging situations. And there is nothing 

suggesting that the current world situation would threaten its future survival. As we have seen 

that Irwin does, also Jarvis (ibid:44) accuses Beck of lacking empirical evidence for his 

theories. He writes that Beck instead seems to base his assumptions on a fatalistic view of a 

humanity unable to correct lacks and errors and adapt to new risk situations.  

Finally, Irwin remarks that to Beck manufactured risks seem to be both socially constructed 

and real, “an ambiguity that seems to place him midway between a realist and constructivist 

position” (Irwin 2001:67) . Beck‟s (1999:134) own view is that one can be both a realist and a 

constructivist if this leads to a better understanding of society and serves the goal of making 

people aware of certain important circumstances. Here I must agree with Beck. I think it is 

necessary to transgress categories, schools of thought and disciplines, in order to come as 

close as possible to understanding and describing reality. And if at times being somewhat 

eclectic serves the goal of highlighting crucial aspects, then I think it may be justifiable. 

Let us consider some differences between the two theorists. As we have seen, Giddens makes 

a distinction between external and manufactured risk, which Beck does not. While Giddens 

believes that also threats created outside of human control should be considered as risks if 
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they can be submitted to insurance cover, Beck argues that risks are created by human 

decisions, that threats which originate in nature or outside of human control are dangers and 

that it is only when tradition and nature are no longer external that risk enters the stage. This 

gives the impression that what Giddens considers as external risks, Beck sees as dangers – 

that Beck considers both risk and manufactured uncertainty as man-made. An alternative 

interpretation could be that when Beck says that risks are created by decisions, he also implies 

that we through a decision to submit a danger to the insurance logic, with its probability 

calculations and principle of monetary aftercare, “create” a risk in the sense that we start 

considering an external threat, like for example hurricanes, as an insurable risk. But when 

reading that “danger is what we face in epochs when threats can‟t be interpreted as resulting 

from human action” (Beck & Willms 2004:110) while “risk are avoidable negative 

consequences of decisions” (Beck 2003: 98), I think this interpretation is not the first that 

comes to mind – especially if you are not familiar with the subject. 

However, I do not think Beck really means that diseases and other threats coming from 

nature, which during the industrial society become covered by insurance, should not be 

considered as risks. Instead I believe Beck‟s statements and definitions at times are just over-

generalized and simplified. Beck is not ignorant of the existence of what could be called 

external risks in a world where tradition and nature are only slowly socialized. But as he has 

fixed his spotlight on the threats of great magnitude which humans have created through 

techno-scientific decisions, he misses to clearly illuminate other aspects of the development of 

risk. Eager to reach his goal he rushes forward and often does not take time to explain 

carefully what happens on the way. I find this unnecessary, as it would have been quite easy 

to be more clear, and unfortunate, as it occasionally contributes to making Beck‟s account of 

the development of risk rather confusing.  

For the same reasons as mentioned above, I think Beck does not give much attention to and is 

somewhat unclear about the connection between the end of tradition and manufactured risk or 

uncertainty. Beck focuses primarily on how the end of nature has led to new threats, while 

Giddens in addition is quite illustrative about how the end of tradition is connected to the 

appearance of manufactured risk. Beck almost never speaks explicitly of the end of tradition 

in terms of manufactured uncertainty. Yet by assembling pieces from Beck‟s extensive work 

on risk, one can construct a picture of more or less the same reality that Giddens depicts so 

much clearer: a reality where our intentional intrusion into the course of tradition has turned 
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individuals into imperfect architects of their future which create manufactured uncertainties 

through all the choices with hardly predictable consequences they are forced to make. So my 

criticism is not that Beck completely misses this point. I just think his account would benefit 

from a more explicit description of this development and of some concrete examples.  

Another way in which the two theorists differ is that while Beck mostly speaks about 

manufactured uncertainty, Giddens prefers to speak about manufactured risks. While Beck 

describes (manufactured) uncertainty as immeasurable, Giddens underlines that there is no 

clear-cut division between manufactured risk and uncertainty. This might suggest that Beck 

has a more pessimistic view than Giddens of the possibility of calculating risk in later 

modernity, which corresponds to some of the critique against Beck previously considered. In 

fact, one often gets the impression that Beck‟s version of reality is more out of hand than the 

one Giddens depicts.   

Generally speaking I think Giddens is easier to understand and gives a more coherent and 

illustrative picture of the development of risk than Beck. Not least Giddens distinction 

between dangers/hazards, external risks and manufactured risks is consistent and clear. Even 

if Beck has written more on the subject during a longer period of time I do not think that the 

inconsistencies I have pointed out appear when comparing Beck‟s older and newer works. 

Rather my opinion is that Giddens, maybe partly thanks to his more concentrated work on the 

subject, has achieved and in a certain sense been forced to explain things in a more clear way, 

expounding the essence by choosing his words more carefully.  

4.2 Suggestions for further research…………………. 

In my opinion an interesting way to complement this kind of theoretical study would be to 

carry out research of a more empirical art, for example by collecting data through 

questionnaires or interviews. In this way some of the described tendencies in risk society 

might be further examined. Questions like “is risk thinking something central in the everyday 

lives of individuals today?”, “is our attitude towards experts really that skeptical?” and “is our 

relation to knowledge that complicated?” could be explored. One might also try to examine 

people‟s general sense of control towards the future and over their lives, and people‟s attitude 

towards high-consequence risks. Yet of course the subjective nature of these questions and the 

connected difficulties in measurement will not produce results which with any certainty 

confirm or falsify the claims of Beck and Giddens. Still I think such a study could make 
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interesting contribution to the discussion of the risk society thesis. Another idea would be to 

look into Beck‟s criticized claim that the insurance logic is breaking down. A more in-depth 

study of the insurance system, its passed development and future tendencies might bring more 

light into this matter. Maybe this kind of study would also be easier to carry out; statistical 

data about how the insurance cover has developed over time can surely be produce and 

moreover such data would probably be of a more measurable kind than the above mentioned. 
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